SSIS INTEGRATION TOOLKIT FOR
ORACLE CRM ON DEMAND

Use the SSIS Integration Toolkit for Microsoft Project Server to manage your Project Server data. The toolkit is a cost-effective, easy-to-use and high-performance data integration solution utilizing Microsoft SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) capabilities.

DATA INTEGRATION MADE EASY

Let the toolkit simplify your data integration development work for Microsoft Project Server. By utilizing SSIS as your data integration platform, you can take advantage of the flexibility and power of the SSIS ETL engine. Use the toolkit to synchronize user account information with virtually any external data source that SSIS can read/write to.

KEY FEATURES

• Complimented by SSIS capabilities, we offer a feature-rich data integration solution for Oracle CRM On Demand, which enables data integration between Oracle CRM On Demand and virtually any other database or application systems.
• Utilizing the codeless data integration approach enabled by SSIS and our software, you can forget all intricate details involved in working with CRM On Demand web service interfaces when developing data integration solutions.
• Easy learning curve, consistent application user interface, familiar development experience, all adds up to improve your development productivity.
• Our solution offers many specifically designed features that help you achieve the best possible performance without having to hijack your IT budget.
• Starting with the Free Developer License for any interactive use, we offer the most flexible licensing model.

MAIN COMPONENTS

ORACLE CRM ON DEMAND CONNECTION MANAGER
• Manages connections to Oracle CRM On Demand web services.
• Option to work around intermittent errors by making retry service calls.
• Support for Timeout and Proxy Server settings.

ORACLE CRM ON DEMAND SOURCE COMPONENT
• Support for reading from parent and child objects.
• Sophisticated support for parent and child filtering.
• Batch Size setting to let you specify how many records to retrieve per service call.

ORACLE CRM ON DEMAND DESTINATION COMPONENT
• Facilitates writing data to the Oracle CRM On Demand server through web services.
• Consists of four action types – Create, Update, Delete, and Upsert.
• Additional support for writing to child objects.
• Support for 3 Error-Handling Mechanisms.
• Batch Size setting to let you specify how many records to send per service call.